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MUSIC SET 1 - £3,275 Excl. VAT

Start creating your musical garden, orchard, or wood-
land with this small collection of musical trees
Three great sounding musical trees that will entertain the 
children and create a nice focal point in the playground. 
This is a great set to start creating your musical garden 
and can be added to easily from our range of Virtuosos 
musical instruments. The instruments are supplied with 
aluminium T-slot posts, the panels are constructed from 
HDPE and include rubber beaters/mallets tethered with 
stainless steel cables. 

Product Features
l   3 musical instruments
l   Large Chime Tree, Chime Tree and Bell Tree
l   User configurable layouts
l   ASTM and EN compliant
l   Includes aluminium T-Slot posts

MUSIC SET 2 - £4,115 Excl. VAT

Small musical garden with small, medium, and large 
chimes, plus a bunch of flowers
This set of musical chimes trees features one from each of 
the three different chime sizes we offer, which will create 
a nice range of contrasting tones as well as Bell Flowers to 
add some additional style and sound into the musical mix. 
The instruments are supplied with aluminium T-slot posts, 
the panels are constructed from HDPE and include rubber 
beaters/mallets tethered with stainless steel cables.

Product Features
l   Giant, large and small Chime Trees and Bell Flowers
l   Includes aluminium T-Slot posts
l   User configurable layouts
l   ASTM and EN compliant
l   4 musical instruments
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MUSIC SET 3 - £5,325 Excl. VAT

Create a musical garden with Chime Trees and Bell Flowers
Sit on the Toadstools and watch your friends 
perform their musical masterpiece, with a good 
selection of chimes, bells and maracas for 
accompaniment. The instruments and toadstools 
are supplied with aluminium T-slot posts, the 
panels are constructed from HDPE and are 
supplied with rubber beaters/mallets tethered 
with stainless steel cables where required. 

Product Features
l  5 musical instruments
l  User configurable layouts
l  ASTM and EN compliant
l  Includes aluminium T-Slot posts
l  3 Chime Trees, Bell Flowers, Maraca Tree, and 3 Toadstools

MUSIC SET 4 - £5,365 Excl. VAT

Let’s Rock! The stuff Rock Legends are made 
of, with the Symphony No4 Musical Set
Five piece set of PlayTronic musical instruments, 
with traditional Bass and Lead Guitars, Drum 
kit, Piano and a Synthesiser if you’re looking 
to recreate some 70’s rock. The set is supplied 
with aluminium T-slot posts that will allow you 
to create your own layouts with the 45-degree 
post slots. Our battery powered products are 
a cost-effective way of getting interactive fun 
into the playground and with an extraordinarily 
long battery run time you should not be replacing 
batteries too often, but then again, this will 
be popular with the children! The panels are 
constructed from HDPE.

Product Features
l   5 musical panel set
l   PlayTronic Battery powered
l   Synthesiser, Drums, Lead Guitar,
l   Piano and Bass Guitar
l   User configurable layouts
l   ASTM and EN compliant
l   Includes aluminium T-Slot posts
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MUSIC SET 5 - £6,075 Excl. VAT

Great selection of musical instruments for all ages and abilities
Symphony No5 is a good one, with a nice selection of instruments including the awesome Pentatonic Cam Chimes panel 
which can be played by just pushing the cams towards the chimes. This group of instruments will make a good looking (if 
a little noisy) focal point in any playground. The set is supplied with aluminium T-slot posts that will allow you to create 
your own layouts with the 45-degree post slots, the panels are constructed from HDPE.

Product Features
l   7 musical instrument set
l   5 Bells, Spin Maracas, Cam Chimes,
l   Bongo Tree, Shake Rattle and Roll,
l   Tube and Flat Chimes
l   User configurable layouts
l   ASTM and EN compliant
l   Includes aluminium T-Slot posts

MUSIC SET 6 - £5,525 Excl. VAT

Electronic music and percussion in the 
Symphony No2 Musical Set
This is a great selection of musical instruments 
combining our extremely popular and great 
sounding RotoGen Piano and Acoustic Guitar, 
with some great percussion accompaniment. 
The set is supplied with aluminium T-slot posts 
that will allow you to create your own layouts 
with the 45-degree post slots. Human powered 
energy is the kinetic power source for RotoGen 
products, making them self-sufficient and 
self-contained electronic products that do 
not require any hard wiring for power, or any 
batteries changed on a regular basis. The panels 
are constructed from HDPE.

Product Features
l   5 musical panel set
l   RotoGen electronic and percussion
l   RotoGen Piano, Spin Maracas,
l   RotoGen Acoustic Guitar,
l   Bongos and 3 Bells
l   User configurable layouts
l   ASTM and EN compliant
l   Includes aluminium T-Slot posts
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MUSIC SET 7 - £6,455 Excl. VAT

Make your musical masterpieces 
with the Symphony No1 Musical Set
This is a great selection of percussion 
musical instruments that will really 
compliment each other to make some 
interesting sounds. The 7 musical 
panel set Shaker, Bongos, Ally Tube 
Glockenspiel, Giant Chimes, 3 Bells, 
Tongue Drum and Spin Maracas are 
supplied with aluminium T-slot posts 
that will allow you to create your 
own layouts with the 45-degree post 
slots. The panels are constructed 
from HDPE.

Product Features
l  7 musical panel set
l  Shaker, Bongos,
l  Ally Tube Glockenspiel, Giant Chimes,
l  3 Bells, Tongue Drum and Spin Maracas
l  User configurable layouts
l  ASTM and EN compliant
l  Includes aluminium T-Slot posts

MUSIC SET 8 - £6,424 Excl. VAT

The stuff of Rock Legends are made of, with 
the Symphony No3 Musical Set
Five piece set of RotoGen musical instruments, 
with traditional Bass and Lead Guitars, Drum 
kit, Piano and a Synthesiser if your looking to 
recreate some 70’s rock. The set is supplied 
with aluminium T-slot posts that will allow you 
to create your own layouts with the 45-degree 
post slots. Human powered energy is the kinetic 
power source for RotoGen products, making them 
self-sufficient and self-contained electronic 
products that do not require any hard wiring for 
power, or any batteries changed on a regular 
basis. The panels are constructed from HDPE.

Product Features
l  5 musical panel set
l  RotoGen human powered energy
l  Synthesiser, Drums, Lead Guitar,
l  Piano and Bass Guitar
l  User configurable layouts
l  ASTM and EN compliant
l  Includes aluminium T-Slot post


